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(free)Copy the link below Earlier this year, David E. Kelley, creator of The Practice, took an
extended leave of absence to deal with personal issues — an ongoing affair with his landlady, Jenny
Schecter, that lasted two years, according to a source. On March 26, Kelley married Schecter in a
ceremony in the northeast village of Bedford in the Catskills. The couple was so in love they spent
their honeymoon in a lakeside cabin where both lived for several years. Despite Kelley’s latest
illness, the show is supposedly picking up from where it left off and staying on track. “After a long
hiatus, The Practice is coming back,” reads the official Practice site. The plot involves a group of
lawyers who are friends as well as colleagues, and their personal lives are frequently intertwined.
The show is airing its 22nd season on WGBH, which said in a press release: “Since its debut, The
Practice has become a cult sensation on PBS and now is one of the network’s top rated programs.
Created and written by David E. Kelley and now produced by Universal Cable Productions, it
continues to be a huge hit with its loyal and diverse fan base.” Schecter has also produced The
Practice for NBC, which ran from 1998 to 2001. In a statement following Kelley’s March 26 wedding,
Schecter said she was “deeply honored and surprised to be a part of such an incredible story as a
team. “ She continued: “I am confident that David will produce the finest show possible and we look
forward to being a part of this wonderful story. David is an incredibly inspiring man and I am
blessed that I was able to play a small part in such a wonderful life.” While 04aeff104c
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